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Abstract17

Extracting data from studies is the norm in meta-analyses, enabling researchers to gen-18

erate effect sizes when raw data are otherwise not available. While there has been a19

general push for increased reproducibility throughout the many facets of meta-analysis,20

the transparency and reproducibility of the data extraction phase are still lagging be-21

hind. This particular meta-analytic facet is critical because it facilitates error-checking22

and enables users to update older meta-analyses. Unfortunately, there is little guidance23

of how to make the process of data extraction more transparent and shareable, in part24

this is as a result of relatively few data extraction tools currently offering such function-25

ality. Here, we suggest a simple framework that aims to help increase the reproducibility26

of data extraction for meta-analysis. We also provide suggestions of software that can27

further help users adopt open data policies. More specifically, we overview two GUI style28

software in the R environment, shinyDigitise and juicr, that both facilitate reproducible29

workflows while reducing the need for coding skills in R. Adopting the guiding principles30

listed here and using appropriate software will provide a more streamlined, transparent,31

and shareable form of data extraction for meta-analyses.32

Introduction33

In recent years, there has been a push to increase the reproducibility of meta-analyses,34

with the expectation that exact search strings, screening steps (e.g. the PRISMA flowchart35

Moher et al., 2011; O’Dea et al., 2021), and metadata of accepted papers are now included36

alongside manuscripts. However, even as transparent reporting is improving over time,37

studies across a number of research fields have concluded that more still needs to be done38

to increase reproducibility and produce robust results (Lakens et al., 2016, 2017; Maassen39

et al., 2020; Polanin et al., 2020; Chow et al., 2021). One of the key methodological steps40

of meta-analyses is data extraction, but, unlike the study selection process, there is still41
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no unified reporting framework. In addition, although effect sizes are typically associ-42

ated with a particular study when data are available, the source of the data within that43

study (e.g. be it from text, table, or figure) used to compute these effect sizes is seldom44

reported, meaning this process lacks both transparency and, importantly, reproducibil-45

ity. As a result, several papers have highlighted the prevalence of errors in meta-analysis,46

particularly surrounding the data extraction process (Gøtzsche et al., 2007; Mathes et al.,47

2017; Wong & Bouchard, 2022).48

Typically, a large quantity of the data needed for meta-analysis are locked away49

within figures. Indeed, Simmonds et al. (2022) recently showed that in 3%-64% of studies50

(depending on the field of research), had measures of uncertainty needed for meta-analysis51

(e.g. standard error or variance) only contained within figures. Consequently, some52

form of figure-based data extraction software is required (reviewed in Pick et al., 2019).53

However, often the data extraction process is mentioned simply as a sentence within a54

study’s methodology. Which tool was used to extract data, which effect sizes originated55

from figures, which particular figures the effect sizes came from, and any record of the56

extraction process are rarely reported. Ultimately, this severely limits the potential for57

error-checking and replicability.58

Here, to assess the extent of the data extraction problem, we review the current state59

of the literature. Firstly, by searching recent meta-analyses in Ecology and Evolution for60

evidence of adequate reporting of data extraction software. Secondly, by investigating61

papers that cited the R package metaDigitise as a case study. We then introduce a simple62

framework to help improve the reproducibility of data extraction, and in particular data63

extraction from figures (these should still readily apply to data extraction from other64

sources, such as tables and text). Finally, we introduce two GUI-based software packages65

in the R environment (one of the most commonly used statistical languages), shinyDigitise66

and juicR, which have both been designed to aid transparency and reproducibility. The67

use and sharing of resulting files from these programs will facilitate error-checking and68
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updating of meta-analyses into the future.69

State of the field70

To start, we wanted to quantify what percentage of meta-analyses adequately report71

software packages used to extract data from figures. To do this, YY, ML, and JR re-72

examined the 102 meta-analyses reviewed in the 2021 PRISMA-EcoEvo guidelines (O’Dea73

et al., 2021). From these 102 studies, only 39 cited the data extraction software that was74

used to extract data from figures (representing 38% of the total number).75

Next, to assess transparency of the data extraction process itself, EIC reviewed76

all studies listed as citing the metaDigitise R package (Pick et al., 2019) on Google77

Scholar in August 2022 (all data and code located at the Github repository, EIvimey-78

Cook/DataExtraction). Papers citing metaDigitise provide a good insight into the trans-79

parency of the data-extraction process. The recently published metaDigitise package (R80

package on CRAN in 2018, accompanying paper published in 2019) was in part designed81

to help improve transparency and reproducibility of data extraction (Pick et al., 2019). It82

provides a simple way of storing figures and associated extraction data which can easily83

be uploaded as part of the data archiving process. Of these 70 published papers, 55 were84

meta-analyses (the other 15 papers cited were either general meta-analysis guidelines or85

systematic reviews). From these meta-analyses EIC recorded:86

a) If the data was open and accessible (interoperable; e.g. as a .csv or .txt file).87

b) Whether the paper reported the origin of the effect size (text/table/figure).88

c) Whether figures that had been used in the data extraction process were stored89

alongside the extracted data.90

d) Whether a figure-specific data extraction record was stored alongside the appropri-91

ate figure.92

The results of this survey are shown in Figure 1. 78% of the 55 meta-analyses (n =93
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43) had available data in an interoperable format, despite the open access policy of many94

journals, and increased awareness of the importance of open-data in those conducting95

meta-analysis. From these, only 24 (44% of the total) readily provided information about96

the origin of the effect sizes. These studies showed the large dependence of data from97

figures, with the number of effect sizes generated from figures ranging from 1-922 (median98

= 83) representing between 2-96% (median = 28%) of total effect sizes generated from99

figures. Finally, only four (7%) provided the figures from which data was extracted100

and only two provided the calibration data needed to recreate the extraction (5%) in101

addition to the figure and metadata required to reproduce the analysis (Figure 1). The102

low reporting rates are even lower if one considers only 40% meta-analyses reported what103

software package was used to extract effect sizes from figures.104

Framework for data extraction105

Based on this survey it is clear that we need to improve the transparency and repro-106

ducibility of data extraction in meta-analysis. To achieve this, we introduce a simple107

five-point framework.108

1. Provide data. As discussed at length elsewhere (Miyakawa, 2020), providing data109

is a minimum requirement for reproducibility. We found that 78% of meta-analyses110

provide data, similar to the 77% in a recent review of ecology and evolution meta-111

analyses (2010 - 2019; O’Dea et al., 2021). Although this shows an improvement112

over the last decade (from 31% shared data in ecology meta-analyses between the113

years 1996–2013 Koricheva & Gurevitch, 2014), and is substantially greater than in114

other fields (e.g. 3% of studies provided interoperable data in clinical psychological115

meta-analyses from 2000–2020; López-Nicolás et al., 2022) , data in meta-analysis116

typically come from open sources (i.e. published literature) and so there does not117

seem many obvious reasons why data should not be made public with the paper.118
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Furthermore, those conducting meta-analyses are in a prime position to understand119

the importance of easily accessible data (given the shared experience and agony of120

extracting information from individual studies). Meta-analysts should therefore be121

expected to lead by example and provide their own data.122

2. Clearly state where each effect size was extracted from. In addition to123

providing the title of the study and relevant additional information, a column in124

your meta-data file should clearly state whether your effect size was extracted from -125

text, table, figure or appendix/supplementary material, including a reference to the126

exact location, e.g. ”Figure 2a”, ”table 3”, ”main text p275”. Curtis et al. (2013)127

suggested a shorthand for reporting this information in tabular form (e.g., F2a, T3),128

and we extend this formatting to T=table, M=main text, F=figure, A=appendix,129

S=supplementary material, R=raw data, followed by the figure or page number130

where the data was extracted. This simple step greatly improves transparency,131

aids reproducibility and helps identify potential errors. Despite this, only 44% of132

meta-analyses in our sample gave this information, in line with the 44% in ecology133

and evolution meta-analyses (O’Dea et al., 2021).134

3. Provide information on any transformation that may have been per-135

formed on the data. Just providing effect sizes alone does not give information136

on how they have been generated. For example, transformations have to be used to137

generate means and standard deviations from the quantiles in a boxplot (e.g. Wan138

et al., 2014). Other typical conversions include converting standard errors (SE) to139

standard deviations (SD), or calibrations of extracted data by back-transforming140

logarithms. These details are more challenging to report succinctly in tabular for-141

mat, as they may require equations, but a textual description is better than nothing.142

Providing raw data and code also greatly aid transparency in how effect sizes have143

been generated, and allows them to be reproduced.144

4. Provide the figures in an open data repository with a record of the data145
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extraction process. Every figure that has undergone data extraction should be146

provided in a digital data repository alongside the generated effect size. However,147

figures alone don’t provide sufficient for reproducibility and error-checking of the148

data-extraction process. Data extraction files including calibration data are also149

needed for any researcher to be able to recreate the extraction process.150

5. For software developers, enable the saving and reloading of the data151

extraction process. Whilst there exists a multitude of data extraction tools, few152

allow users to easily save and reload the data extraction process. Therefore, to153

increase reproducibility, individuals looking to provide tools or software for data154

extraction should ensure this functionality. To further extend transparency and155

openness of these data, the file format of extractions should be tool agnostic with156

a format accessible to all (interoperable; e.g., a .csv file).157

Tools for increasing reproducibility in figure-based ex-158

traction159

Here we highlight two R-based packages that allow for reproducible figure-based data ex-160

traction, metaDigitise (Pick et al., 2019) and juicr (Lajeunesse, 2021). We also introduce161

a new GUI-based package, shinyDigitise. We focus on these packages because R is one of162

the most widely used statistical environments for analysing meta-analytic data. Making163

use of packages already within the R environment will unify data extraction and analysis164

workflows which will promote transparency and reproducibility.165

shinyDigitise is a streamlined and intuitive GUI interface which makes use of functions166

within the metaDigitise package. This includes the ability to extract data from a wide167

variety of plot-types (Pick et al., 2019), and automatically save calibration data so users168

have a historical record of the figure-based data extraction process. shinyDigitise should169

reduce the barrier of entry by needing very little experience of writing code and knowledge170
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of the R coding software. Users simply install the shinyDigitise package, which contains171

the functionality of metaDigitise, and direct shinyDigitise to the folder where images172

that need extracting are stored with a single line of R code. Using a simple shiny web173

application, which opens immediately, users progress through the various required steps174

of data extraction without having to engage with the R console directly. When the user175

has finished data extraction, a comma-delimited data file (.csv) containing extracted data,176

along with files containing a record of the data extraction process will automatically be177

created and ready to share. The raw extracted data can also easily be imported into178

R for further analysis if so required. The shinyDigitise enhancement to the popular179

metaDigitise package adds additional options such as image zooming, and will be more180

accessible to individuals with varying levels of coding experience in a clearer and cleaner181

data extraction environment.182

Alongside metaDigitise and shinyDigitise, juicr offers savable and shareable records183

of retrieved data from images. Although being developed independently, this package184

has also converged on a similar philosophy of archiving the extraction process, but has185

approached the problem through the perspective of upholding the reproducibility of au-186

tomated approaches. As in metaDigitise and shinyDigitise, juicR offers a point-and-click187

solution to extracting data from images; however for some tasks, decision-making of what188

to extract can be delegated to automated (full algorithmic) or semi-automated (algorith-189

mic with user assistance) tools. Although seemingly practical in terms of speed and accu-190

racy, automated tools are neutral in what is extracted from images, and users will often191

need to parameterise models to target data (e.g., diamonds over circles in scatter plots),192

supplement missed data points, or cleanup false detections. Further, extraction success193

is also dependent on image identity—which is highly variable due to the diversity of ways194

published figures are available (e.g., high/low resolution images from publisher websites,195

inconsistent image sizes from user-extracted clippings or screenshots from PDFs). All of196

which are decisions and sources of variability that need to be transparent for reproducibil-197

ity and validation, and juicr aims to embed this more detailed information in reports that198
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are both human- and machine-readable. Moving forward, and given that technology is199

rapidly growing in this space, transparency and reporting of automated systems should200

be a core feature, like in juicr, in the design of model-assisted extraction tools.201

Importantly, all these software packages provide a user with both an effect size and a202

record for each figure they choose to extract data from. The extraction process and data203

are archived and, after depositing on an appropriate data repository, can be subsequently204

viewed and error checked by the user or by anyone with access to both files. Whilst205

this is an important step for reproducibility, and directly adheres to point four on the206

framework above, very few people have adopted the use this archiving functionality.207

Figure 1 exemplifies this by highlighting the low percentage of studies that share source208

figures, their extracted data, and information as to when the extraction software tool209

was used, in addition to providing historical records of data extraction. Clearly there is210

an urgent need to increase transparency of data extraction, and the framework outlined211

above would go some way to addressing this. However, not only is this a data sharing212

issue, but it is also a functionality issue. As such, one of the chief priorities for future213

extraction software should be reproducibility, with the ability to save and reload the data214

generating process (i.e., the accuracy of extraction) and not just focus on the data itself.215

Finally, it is our hope that the simple data extraction framework outlined in this216

article can serve as an important first step to help close the reproducibility gap that217

exists for this facet of meta-analysis. This general framework can be readily adopted218

by the many research areas that conduct meta-analysis and by doing so, will allow for219

greater reproducibility across disciplines.220
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Highlights226

In meta-analysis, there is often a large quantity of data that is contained within figures227

that needs some form of data extraction in order to convert it into a usable effect size.228

However, often the process and record of the data extraction process is limited, both229

in the methods section and when data is later uploaded to an open data repository.230

Therefore, in order to increase the reproducibility of the data extraction facet of meta-231

analysis, we introduce a simple five-point framework which includes suggestions for future232

research. Furthermore, we highlight two packages in R that readily facilitate reproducible233

workflows and allow for shareable records of the data extraction process. Adopting the234

principles and suggestions we have provided here will help towards ensuring that the235

entire meta-analysis process is more transparent, open, and reproducible.236
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Figure 1: Barplots showing the number of meta-analysis papers that cite metaDigitise that provide open
data, denote where effect sizes are located, provide the figures alongside open data, and provide a historical
record of the figured-based data extraction process.
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